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Power Cords
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inspect all cords for damage; never use a damaged cord.
Plug all cords into a GFCI-protected outlet.
Protect all cord connections from water.
Do not fasten extension cords with staples, nails or suspend by wire.
Do not run extension cords through sharp openings without padding.
Do not run extension cords unprotected through windows.
Do not stand on plugs or extension cords.
Do not allow cords to run through doorways, common walkways, or
stairwells. Inspect throughout work day to be sure these areas stay
clear of cords. Untangle, move, and re-route cords as necessary.
Remind volunteers to do the same every time they move.

Power Tools: Roto-Zips
•
•
•
•

Only trained staff, AmeriCorps, and Crew Leaders can use Roto-zips.
Clearly communicate the limited use of Roto-zips to all volunteers.
Maintain a clear safety radius around all cuts.
Always check for easily-damaged materials before making a cut.

Lifting and Carrying:
Drywall is heavy and volunteers are
enthusiastic.
• Make sure workers always work
in teams to lift and carry.
• Always lead by example.

Drywall Scrap:
• Designate specific areas for scrap drywall, and make sure
teams are clearing scrap out of work areas as they work.
• Clear trash drywall (unusable, broken, too small, etc)
immediately out of the work areas.
• Have trash bags available so teams can clean as they work.

Drywall Storage:
Sheets are often stocked leaning against walls.
• Be careful working around these piles – they can tip, and are dangerously heavy.
• Never attempt to lean or move whole piles – move sheet by sheet, if necessary.
• Never climb or work on top of leaning piles.

Wall board: Remember the Basics
Wall board edges are joined by blue paper tape.

Screw Depth
Screws should
dimple paper.

Do not use wall board
on ceilings.
(But it is okay to use extra or
scrap ceiling board on walls.)

Wall board must be fastened:
Every seven inches on all edges.
This includes:
– Factory edges
– Around windows and doors
Every foot in the field.
This includes:
– Along studs in the middle of sheet
– At top and bottom plates
Use screw sticks to mark edges and field screw spacing.

Screws that
spin freely have
missed framing:
pull them out.
Screws that break
through paper aren’t
supporting drywall:
replace them.

Preparation
Before hanging wall board, make sure the studs have
been marked on the floors with spray paint.
• Good practice is to also mark all outlets (a different color).

Before hanging upper wall boards, make sure to
mark the tops of studs on the ceiling drywall.

Mark any straps and Boca plates which will
prevent you from installing screws.

Preparation
Always check for any discrepancies in framing which would make
it difficult to hang drywall.
• Shim these to be flush before hanging drywall.
• For example, if plates are not flush between floors in a stairwell, all
this drywall will break as you install screws.

Setting up a Safe Workspace
Make sure all cords are untangled and pushed out of the way.
•

•

Make sure drills are plugged in, the depth set appropriately, and
within easy reach of workers.
Make sure the area is free of scrap and other trip hazards.

Make sure there are enough workers to
safely support the weight of the sheet for
the time it takes to sufficiently fasten.
•

When in doubt, get some extra help
during the lifting process!

Set up stools, temporary scaffolds, and/or
ladders before lifting pieces.
•

For wall boards it is usually easier to raise and
support boards without stools, and to pull
them into place after piece is temporarily
supported to finish installing upper screws.

Sealing Drywall to Framing
Don’t forget when installing drywall that it plays an important role in our
energy efficiency measures and the home’s mid-wall air barrier.
“One of the really nice things about drywall is that air doesn’t leak
through it. It leaks around it, but not through it. Tape the joints of
drywall together, glue it to the top and bottom plates and around
window openings and presto—you have an air barrier.”
Builder’s Guide to Cold Climates p. 362

So while hanging wall board, remember to always caulk:
• The top of wall board to the top plate on all walls.
• The bottom of wall board to the bottom plate on all exterior walls.
Note: It is not necessary to caulk the edges of windows to drywall wall board because
we wrap corners with mud and tape and seal all finished edges of window sills.

Sealing Drywall to Framing
Use flexible caulking to seal the top edges of wall
board to top plates of all walls: interior and exterior.

Use flexible caulking to seal the
bottom edges of wall board to
bottom plates of all exterior walls.

Placement of Edges and Seams
Always join wall board seams in the center of
a stud, with two factory edges.
• Do not use cut edges in the middle of a wall.
If you have to, use a knife or
rasp to round off the edges
so that finish mud and tape
will fill this slight taper
rather than bulging over it.
Seams like this can be easily
hidden by tape and mud
filling in the tapered edges.
Seams like this will push the tape
and mud out from the wall and
be visible even after finishing.

Placement of Edges and Seams
Do not break sheets at windows or doors.
Always span window/door openings with a full sheet.
• It’s best not to break sheets within two feet of doors.
• Because of forces acting on them (opening and
closing) these areas are most likely to crack out the
mud.

Top Sheets| Installation
Measure and cut pieces to fit into framing
corners or to end in the center of a stud.
Remember: Take two measurements, use the
shorter, and always subtract ¼” from your
tight measurement to make installation easier.

Plan the order of installation:
• Exterior walls with drywall clips in at least one corner
are easier to install first.
– Clips are less forgiving than studs; give yourself
more room to get each screw installed securely.
• Work your way around the room from this first board so
that each new one covers the gaps of the previous one.

Drywall clips should be every 7”.
• If this piece is installed first, you can see the
flange of each clip on the exposed stud.
• If not, mark the location of all clips on the
adjacent piece of drywall.

Top Sheets | Installation
Push each top piece as tight against ceiling sheets as possible.
• If there is a bow in the middle of the ceiling sheet creating a
large gap, split the difference for smaller gaps on either side.

Good and tight!

Top Sheets | Safe Lifting
Make sure teams:
• Support the weight of the sheet at the bottom, and
• Keep a hand pushed against the sheet at least halfway up to prevent it
from tipping over.

Make sure all corners and edges
are securely in place before
attaching any screws.

Top Sheets | Safe Fastening
• Install at least one screw in every stud at the bottom
of the sheet (easiest to see framing), and
• At least one screw every other stud halfway up
(to prevent sheet from tipping out).
– If outlets or other obstacles prevent completely fastening
an edge, install at least one screw two feet from it.

Only then allow workers to release sheet
to mark studs, continue installing remaining screws, cut out
openings and outlets, and begin measuring for the next piece.

Note: You don’t have to screw into every stud.
Lines of screws can’t be more than 2’ apart,
but they don’t have to be closer than 2’ either.

Top Sheets | Safe Fastening
Make sure each piece is completely
fastened before installing the next.
• Remember, that includes:
– Every 7” on all seams and around
windows/doors
– Every 12” in the field and at top plate.

Keep one person or
team installing screws
while the others
measure, mark, and
prep the next piece.

Securely fastening screws in corners can be
extremely difficult – if not impossible—after
adjacent pieces have been installed.

Bottom Sheets | Preparation
Follow the same techniques for bottom sheets as top:
• Push sheet as tight to piece above as possible, minimizing all gaps.
• Secure with at least one screw in the top of every stud.
– If outlets or other obstacles prevent completely fastening an edge,
install at least one screw two feet from it.

Remember:
• Always stagger seams; never join top and bottom sheets on
the same stud.
• Don’t assume the measurement for the bottom sheet will be
the same as the top or that everything is perfectly square.
– Remember: Take two measurements (top and bottom of sheet),
use the shorter, and always subtract ¼” from your tight
measurement to make installation easier.

Don’t forget to caulk the bottom plate on exterior
walls and fasten the bottom plate every 12”.

Bottom Sheets | Preparation
• Most outlets are located in bottom sheets.
•

•

Always measure and mark all penetrations and outlets
before hanging lower sheets.
Everyone has a different system, just make sure to clearly
communicate yours and show volunteers how to mark them.
– For example: Is that measurement to the top or to the
center of the box?

Pay special attention to
boxes under windows, as
you can’t easily mark the
sheet above.

Don’t be afraid to pat
down the insulation to
make sure there are
no hidden outlets
behind the paper.

Bottom sheets | Installation
To raise sheets safely and accurately, use drywall lifters or “kickers.”
• Position lifters at each end of the sheet, with the thin lip of metal under the
factory edge.
• Make sure there is no trash, excess
insulation, or any other obstacles
between sheet and bottom plate.
• Use feet to push lifter and drywall
tight to bottom edge of wall.
• Use hands to push top edge tight
to studs.
• Make sure all hands are out of the way before lifting!
• Slowly push down on both lifters to raise each end of the sheet equally.
– Raise the sheet evenly to keep it square; if one end goes up too soon, the other
won’t fit.

• Make sure the sheet is tight to the top
with no gaps or overlaps.
– Pay special attention around light switch
outlets. These land at the top of bottom
sheets and can make it difficult to get
this joint perfect.

Watch Out For: Corners
Best practice is to run each side of corners
tight to framing.
•

•

•
•

Sheets cut too short will make installing
the corner bead difficult for finishers.
sheets running too long, or even flush
with each other, limit the amount of mud
finishers can pack into that corner bead.
The more mud in behind that corner bead,
the better adhesion, the stronger it is.
So measure to edge of framing, not to the
edge of a piece of drywall already installed.

Watch Out For: Windows
Make sure to span entire window with full
pieces both above and below window.

Never join two pieces above or below a window.

Watch Out For: Fastening Outlet Boxes

Any outlet boxes (triple or more) with this
screw flange must be attached to drywall.

Watch Out For: Exterior Doors
Unlike interior doors, exterior doors are installed before
drywall is hung.
• The jambs stick out past framing, and should be flush
with drywall. Either:
– Measure and cut the opening before installing piece, or
– Attach the sheet very loosely, as installing screws within
2’ of door will crack drywall.

Check for foam and
shims before hanging
drywall. Trim both
flush with framing (not
flush with door jamb).

Watch Out For: Stairwells

Working safely in stair wells
• Hang all sheets in stair openings
before hanging any of the wall
board surrounding them.
– This allows you to run platforms
between studs to rest securely on
the bottom plates of second-story
walls.

• Don’t forget to shim out any
discrepancies in framing between
floors.

Set up ladders and scaffolds securely
following all safety regulations.

Watch Out For: Stairwells
Drywall in stair wells should always pass between the
stringers and the studs.
• Ideally whole sheets should pass completely between stringers
and studs and be securely fastened above and below.
• If the entire sheet is too cumbersome to pass between, it is
acceptable to join two pieces between the stringer and studs.
– This is easier to install, but each sheet still must pass between
stringer and studs.
Butting sheets up to stringers does not complete the fire seal between floors.
Even if the fireblocking is sealed, it still isn’t as effective.

Watch Out For: Air Vents
• The passive air vents above doors can be tricky: the metal lip sticks out from
framing and the flange surrounding it can make it tricky to zip them cleanly.
• Make sure the roto-zip bit is set at the correct depth before zipping them out.
– If too much bit is exposed, it will follow the flange instead of the lip.

Note: The bit spinning tight
against the metal is
extremely loud.
•

Make sure you and any
volunteers in range have
hearing protection in.

Watch Out For: Cripple Studs
Don’t forget to install screws in cripples:
• Above doors
• Above and below windows
• In any solid headers above windows.

Watch Out For: Wire Penetrations
Note any wires which need to stick through drywall.
• This includes the doorbell and thermostat wires.
– They’re usually located in upper sheets in living areas.
– These wires do not need an outlet box; they are attached within finish
appliances at HVAC and Electrical trim installation. They are not live.

• Measure to the nail or hole which holds them in place; this is where
the finish installers will mount the appliance.
– Poke a small hole in the drywall to pull them through as you lift the piece.

• Be careful to pull entire length of loose wire through; do not pinch
extra wire between stud and drywall.
Remove the nail and pull wire
through drywall to the left or right
of the stud where it was fastened.

Re-coil it for protection.

Watch Out For: Tub Surrounds
Attaching drywall around tub surrounds can be tricky: the flange sticks out
slightly from framing and it can be difficult to get screws into this hard plastic.

• Install drywall as close to edge of surround as
possible and fasten every 7”.
• These screws should go through the plastic
flange and into the framing behind.
– If you attach screw to framing next to flange
instead of through it, the drywall will crack.

Watch Out For: Busy Walls
On walls with a lot of penetrations
and obstacles, measure and cut
out holes before installing piece.
•

Most common in kitchens and
laundry rooms.

It is preferable to use full sheets.
•

If this is too difficult, use two
sheets and join factory edges on
studs.
– Avoid puzzle-piecing the wall
together.

Watch Out For: Box Covers
If a penetration or obstacle has an already-installed
finish door or faceplate, always remove that plate
and install drywall tight to the box’s edges.
Most commonly, this includes:
• Main electrical panel
–

Remove faceplate, set those screws inside the box,
and make sure they don’t get lost!

• Laundry wash-out box
– Remove finish flange plate and store safely until
ready for finish trim.
Note: Cut drywall
around this panel
before hanging it.
Do not risk running
a Roto-zip around
these wires—some
may be live!

Note: Wrapping Windows and Doors
Do not install drywall on closet doors jambs or inside window edges.
• The finishers will wrap these edges as they install corner bead.
– Note: Finishers will shim window wrap to be consistent, but they do not
shim closet doors to be straight and plumb.
• Leave plenty of 4’ (and longer) scrap for them to use.
Mark above windows how
many sides the finishers
should wrap.
• Wrap all four sides: On all
bedroom windows.
• Wrap three sides: On all
other windows in home.

Finishers should wrap all
closet doors.
•

Mark any pocket door jambs
with “do not wrap.”

